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1 Introduction 

1 1 Scott Wilson Lld has been appointed by AMScott to design and manage the 
archaeological works for the delivery of the A 1 North Muskham Drainage Scheme, 
Nottinghamshire 

1.2 The Drainage Scheme crosses the scheduled area of a standing cross (Scheduled Ancient 
Monument (SAM) 29924 at North Muskham, Nottinghamshire and a further unscheduled 
area of archaeological significance 

1 3 After consultation with Ursilla Spence, Senior Archaeological Officer for Nottinghamshire 
County Council. and Tim Alien, Assistant Inspector English Heritage East Midlands 
Region, it was agreed that a 2.00m stretch of drainage trench, within and close to the 
scheduled area, would be hand excavated by a suitably qualified and experienced 
archaeologist (Archaeological Excavation Area 1). This was in order to mitigate the impact 
of the new drainage trench on potential archaeological remains. A further stretch of the 
new drainage trench would also be monitored by the implementation of an archaeological 
watching brief (Area 3), beyond the scheduled area, to record any archaeological remains 
that may be revealed during the construction works, It was also agreed that a further 
stretch of drain run that had been impacted previously by gravel extraction activities, at the 
eastern end of the drain run in the vicinity of the Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust's North 
Muskham Nature Reserve, would not be subject to archaeological monitoring as all 
archaeological interest had already been removed 

1 4 The new drainage run is being constructed in order to replace a damaged existing 
drainage run that is no longer functional and is causing flooding problems, The new 
drainage run is not on the same alignment as the original damaged run, but is being 
constructed on a new alignment 

1.5 As part of the new drainage, AMScott have agreed to undertake a landscape 
enhancement scheme for the scheduled standing cross. This will involve the laying of 
sandstone setts in a circular pattern around the cross base, As part of this, the hand 
excavation of topsoil (Area 2) by a suitably qualified and experienced archaeologist will be 
required to the maximum depth for the insertion of the new landscaping (sub-base and 
sandstone setts), 

1.6 This specification details the methods that will be used for the archaeological works and 
has been approved by the Assistant Archaeological Officer for Nottinghamshire County 
Council and English Heritage. 

2 Site Location and Geology 

2 1 North Muskham village lies just to the north of Newark on the east side of the A 1 national 
trunk road, Nottinghamshire (Figure 1), The proposed drainage scheme lies between Main 
Street and the River Trent. The new drainage scheme commences within the scheduled 
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area of a standing cross (SAM 29924), NGR SK 7962 5937, on the east side of Main 
Street and starts at an existing manhole, The drain run then heads southeast across an 
area of fiat grassland, out of the scheduled area, before turning east towards Dickenson 
Way, After crossing Dickenson Way, the drainage route heads north and then east, skirting 
the edge of a former gravel quarry (now Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust's North Muskham 
Nature Reserve) to outfall into the River Trent 

22 The landscaping scheme concentrates solely on the scheduled standing cross (SAM 
29924). 

2.2 Both the new drainage scheme and the landscaping are situated on the sands and gravels 
associated with the first gravel terrace of the River Trent The solid geology of the area 
consists of Upper Triassic marls and sandstone 

3 Planning Background 

3.1 Consent for the works from Nottinghamshire County Council and English Heritage is 
subject to the implementation of a programme of archaeological works, in accordance with 
a specification approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and English Heritage. It 
is also subject to Scheduled Monument Consent, an application for which has been made 
to the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, of the UK Government 

4 

41 

Archaeological and Historical Background 
G'(~ .~. 

North Muskham is rich irv:~aeOIOgical evidence, Earlier prehistoric evidence exists in 
the form of Mesolithic, N'eolithic I Early Bronze Age and Bronze Age flint scatters at South 
Muskham (Knight and Howard 2004, 35-36) as well as a scheduled pit alignment (NT168) 
just to the southwest of North Muskham village (Knight and Howard 2004, 66) 

4.2 Immediately to the northwest of the proposed drain scheme, archaeological trial trench 
evaluation in advance of the construction of housing off Dickenson Way uncovered an Iron 
Age trackway (Spence, pers, comm.), This is part of a much more extensive spread of 
Iron Age enclosures and settlement evidence that extends along the west bank of the 
River Trent, and includes a scheduled settlement site (SAM NT173) just south of North 
Muskham village, scheduled square barrows to the north of North Muskham village (SAM 
NT167) and extensive cropmark evidence to the north and south of the village (Knight and 
Howard 2004,98-99,102-3, 144). 

4 3 The Romans further exploited the area, which was of strategic importance, being situated 
just to the north and northwest of the River Trent and the Fosse Way Roman Road. A 
scheduled Roman military camp is situated on the east side of the River Trent at Holme 
(SAM 29929), to the east of the proposed drainage scheme. Occupation of the Iron Age 
agricultural and settlement landscape may have extended into the Roman period, 
Romano-British pottery being recovered from field walking at South Muskham (Knight and 
Howard 2004, 144) 
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4.4 

4.5 

The village of North Muskham had its origins in the medieval period and the Church of SI. 
Wilfrid's dates to the 12~ century. The settlement would have been focussed on the 
church and is likely to have extended along Main Street, to the south of the new drainage 
scheme, 

Two medieval crosses, now both scheduled monuments (SAM 29921 and SAM 
marked the points where a medieval road, known as Trent For , urned towards the 
River Trent in the villages of North Muskham and Holme, his medieval route led down to 
the River Trent where there was a ford crossing point and later a ferry crossing of the river 
Before crossing the river, each passenger commended themselves at the cross in North 
Muskham or at the cross in Holme to the mercy of God. It is believed that the cross was 
also used as a place where transactions relating to the local wool trade were validated 
The crosses are nationally important and are also Grade 11 listed buildings. SAM 29924 is 
situated at the north end of the medieval village of North Muskham, in between the junction 
of Main Street and the former Trent Ford Road. The Trent Ford Road in North Muskham 
has mostly been removed by improvements to the A 1 and by gravel extraction activities in 
the modern period The cross, however, is believed to be sited in its original position and 
archaeological depOSits relating to its construction and use may survive intact in close 
proximity to it 

4.6 In summary, archaeological remains associated with the scheduled cross at North 
Muskham (SAM 29924) may survive intact in close proximity to the cross base. An area of 
grassland to the southeast of the cross, which is crossed by the new drainage scheme 
may also produce evidence for Iron Age. or Romano-British activity and occupation 

5 Project Objectives 

5,1 The objective of the archaeological works is to identify and record the presence/absence, 
nature, extent, and date of any archaeological remains associated with the cross or other 
evidence for prehistoric or later activity / occupation The area is rich in archaeological 
sites and find spots, and consequentially, archaeological remains may be disturbed as a 
result of the new drainage scheme and associated landscaping around the cross 

6 Archaeological Excavation Areas (Areas 1 
and 2) 

6.1 The western most stretch of the new drainage scheme (Area 1) and the area that is 
required for landscaping surrounding the cross (Area 2), adjacent to the scheduled 
monument (SAM 29924), will be hand-excavated by a suitably qualified and experience 
archaeologist 

62 In Area 1, the archaeologist will hand-excavate the first part of the drainage trench within 
the scheduled area, commencing at the existing modern manhole The hand excavated 
trench will measure 2m long and 0 60rn wide and will be excavated to the top of natural 
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geology (Figure 3) The line of the drain run will be defined by AMScot! prior to the 
commencement of hand excavation, 

63 Area 2 is divided into two parts (a and b) The inner part (Area 2a) is scheduled (SAM 
29924) (maximum 1.5m radius from the centre of the cross base) For the scheduled area 
2a, topsoil will be archaeologically hand excavated to a maximum depth of 170mm from 
the top of the existing ground surface For Area 2b (from 1. 5m to 2.4m radius from the 
centre of the cross base), which is not scheduled and therefore not part of SAM 29924, 
topsoil will be archaeologically hand excavated to a maximum depth of 185mm from the 
top of the existing ground surface (Figure 3) 

7 The Watching Brief Area (Area 3) 

7.1 The machine excavation of the remainder of the drain run (Area 3)and excavation for the 
new manhole chamber (CP1) from the edge of the scheduled area to the western edge of 
the footpath of Dickenson Way will be archaeologically monitored. A further manhole 
chamber (CP2) for a new manhole on the eastern side of Dickenson Way will also be 
archaeologically monitored during machine excavation (Figure 2) 

8 Methodology 

Archaeological Hand-Excavation (Areas 1 and 2) 

8.1 All archaeological works will be carried out in accordance with this Specification for 
Archaeological Works, the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Excavation of the 
Institute of Field Archaeologists (IFA), the IFA Code of Conduct, and will adhere to all 
current and relevant best practice and standards and guidelines 

8 2 The excavation area will be set out using electronic survey equipment and agreed with 
AMScott and English Heritage prior to the commencement of hand-excavation 

8 3 The excavation areas will be clearly defined by 2 sets of fencing The Principal Contractor 
will be responsible for setting up a cordon of Heras fencing (see section 192) surrounding 
the Scheduled Monument and the western stretch of the new drainage run The 
Archaeological Contractor will clearly demarcate by road pins and orange barrier fencing 
the areas that are subject to archaeological excavation. This is to ensure that persons or 
vehicles cannot inadvertently traverse the areas of investigation within the cordon while 
archaeological works are in progress. The fencing will be regularly inspected and 
maintained until investigations in the area have been completed, inspected, approved and 
signed off by the statutory authorities and Scot! Wilson 

84 Topsoil and sub-soil will be stored in separate stockpiles in areas defined by AMScott and 
the Principal Contractor. It will be the Principal Contractor's responsibility to remove the 
stockpiled topsoil and subsoil (see section 19 10) 

Hand Excavation 
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8.5 All archaeological remains will be hand excavated in an archaeologically controlled and 
stratigraphic manner, in order to meet the aims and objectives of the investigation, 

8.6 The complete excavation of all exposed archaeological remains within Areas 1 and 2 is 
necessary, in advance of the construction of the drainage trench, All archaeological 
deposits/features will be investigated in order to: 

• understand and record the complete stratigraphic sequence, down to 
naturally occurring deposits; and 

• to understand and record all inter-relationships between features 

87 In the unlikely event that features with a greater depth than can be safely excavated in one 
stage are encountered, the following procedure will be undertaken. The feature will hand 
excavated in steps to enable the excavation and recording of their full depth. All steps will 
be a minimum of 1m wide" Generally, the maximum safe depth is c 1,2m, but this will be 
dependant upon local conditions, 

Recording 

8 8 The extent of the excavation area will be accurately recorded using electronic survey 
equipment and tied into the Ordnance Datum. The data will be overlaid at a scale of 1 :500 
onto the Ordnance Survey national grid (using digital map data) 

8 9 During the course of the excavation the stratigraphic matrix will be established 

8,10 A fun written, drawn and photographic record will be made even where no archaeological 
features are identified Hand drawn plans and sections of features will be produced at an 
appropriate scale (normally 1:20 for plans and 1:10 for sections). One long section of the 
area excavation will be drawn at a scale of not less than 1: 1 0 All plans and sections will 
include spot heights relative to Ordnance Datum in metres, correct to two decimal places, 

8 11 All investigations will be accurately located using electronic survey equipment and fixed in 
relation to nearby permanent structures and roads and tied into the Ordnance Datum, The 
data will be overlaid at a scale of 1 :500 (or other scale as appropriate) onto the Ordnance 
Survey national grid (using digital map data). 

8.12 Colour transparency and monochrome negative photographs will be taken at a minimum 
format of 35mm. In addition to records of archaeological features, a number of general site 
photographs prior to, during and after the works will be taken. 

8 13 All non-modern artefacts will be retained If appropriate, all 'small' finds will be recorded 
three dimensionally If artefact scatters are encountered these should be also recorded 
three dimensionally Bulk finds such as pottery and animal bone will be collected by 
context, If unusually large quantities of finds, or very small types of material are found (i,e, 
fish bones), such that the recovery by hand is not practicable, soil samples will be taken for 
sieving. Small finds will be packed separately from the bulk material 
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8,14 If delicate artefacts are discovered appropriate immediate measures will be undertaken to 
ensure they do not deteriorate Following this, arrangements should be made for the finds 
to be sent to a laboratory for stabilisation 

8.15 Finds will be stored in controlled conditions where appropriate. All artefacts will be 
retained, cleaned, labelled and stored as detailed in the guidelines of the UKIC (United 
Kingdom Institute of Conservators) 

8 16 During the course of the excavation, all exposed surfaces and excavation horizons will be 
metal-detected to ensure optimum recovery of artefacts. This will be undertaken at 
frequent intervals. Any artefacts identified will be excavated from their associated context 
in stratigraphic sequence. Metal detecting will be employed during normal hand excavation 
and the spoil will be inspected regularly 

8,17 Spoil heaps will be scanned for ferrous and non-ferrous metal artefacts using a metal 
detector. Modern artefacts are to be noted but not retained (19th century material and 
earlier should be retained) It is understood that the Archaeological Contractor will use a C
Scope 220X detector or similar device. There will be no discrimination set on the 
equipment 

8.18 All artefacts recovered will be stored in appropriate materials and conditions, and 
monitored to minimise further deterioration 

8 19 The archive of finds and records generated during the fieldwork will be kept secure and in 
appropriate conditions and materials at all stages of the project. The archive will be 
removed from site each evening and will be kept in secure premises at the Archaeological 
Contractors main office 

820 Samples of material considered suitable for scientific dating including AMS C14 dating 
and, archaeomagnetism or thermoluminescence will be taken where appropriate The 
value of assessing these will be made following completion of the excavation and suitable 
recommendations will be put forward 

8.21 If human remains are encountered they will be left in situ and Scott Wilson will be informed 
immediately Scott Wilson inform H M Coroner and will consult with English Heritage, 
Nottinghamshire County Council and the client prior to a decision being made regarding 
their exhumation Human remains will only be excavated I exhumed with the appropriate 
Ministry of Justice licence and following current Environmental Health regulations and the 
Burial Act 1857. An exhumation licence application, under the Burial Act 1857, will be 
made by the Archaeological Contractor to the Ministry of Justice if this is necessary 
Removal of human remains will follow English Heritage and IFA best practice standards 
and guidance (Appendix 1). 

8,22 Where human remains are encountered, it is important that the post-excavation 
assessment contains an analysis and statement for the future retention of the assemblage 
including options for reburial 
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8 23 Any artefacts which are reecvered that fall within the scope of the 1996 Treasure Act will 
be reported to Sect! Wilson immediately Scot! Wilson will infonm English Heritage, 
Nottinghamshire County Council, the client and H M, Coroner 

Sampling 

8 24 If significant environmental deposits are found during the investigations, an environmental 
strategy shall be carried out in accordance with the environmental guidelines produced by 
English Heritage (2002) Provision should also be made for a specialist to visit the site and 
discuss the sampling strategy, if necessary 

8 25 Any samples taken must come from appropriately cleaned surfaces, be collected with 
clean tools and be placed in clean containers They will be adequately recorded and 
labelled and a register of all samples will be kept Once the samples have been obtained 
they will be stored appropriately in a secure location prior to being sent to the appropriate 
specialist. All work will be carried out in accordance with the Standard and Guidance for 
Archaeological Excavation produced by the Institute of Field Archaeologists (2001 and 
subsequent variations), the IFA Code of Conduct and appropriate standard methodologies 
and national guidance (Appendix 1). 

Archaeological Watching Brief (Area 3) 

8.26 A suitably qualified and experienced archaeologist should be present on site to monitor all 
excavation and/or soil disturbance within the specified stretch of new drainage trench 
subject to archaeological watching brief, as agreed with Nottinghamshire County Council. 
The archaeologist will monitor the area as it is being stripped and will, where possible and 
practicable, view any available trench sections after excavation is completed 

8.27 An approved Archaeological Contractor will carry out the work. The Archaeological 
Contractor will record the date, time and duration of all visits and the nature and extent of 
the works being monitored 

8.28 If extensive or significant archaeological deposits and or features are identified the 
Archaeological Contractor will notify Scot! Wilson immediately. Additional archaeologists 
may be deployed, but only with the priorwritlen consent of Scot! Wilson 

8.29 Any archaeological deposits/features identified will be cleaned and hand excavated in an 
archaeologically controlled and stratigraphic manner sufficient to meet the aims and 
objectives of the investigation 

830 The areas of excavation/ground disturbance (even if they reveal no archaeological 
features) will be recorded on a suitable base map/development plan and the stratigraphy 
and depth of excavation will be recorded 

831 A full writ!en, drawn and photographic record will be made of all archaeological features 
Hand drawn plans and sections of features will be produced at an appropriate scale 
(normally 1:20 for plans and 1:10 for sections) Drawings will include spot heights relative 
to Ordnance Datum in metres, correct to two decimal places, 
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8.32 Colour transparency and monochrome negative photographs will be taken at a minimum 
format of 35mm, In addition to records of archaeological features, a number of general site 
photographs will also be taken to give an overview of the site and the scope of the works 
taking place 

8.33 All non-modern artefacts will be retained and stored. If appropriate, the artefacts will be 
processed in accordance with standard methodologies and national guidelines (Appendix 
1) If appropriate, 'small' finds will be recorded three dimensionally and a unique number 
sequence allocated. Bulk finds such as pottery, industrial waste or animal bone will be 
collected and recorded by context 

8.34 If delicate artefacts are recovered, appropriate measures will be taken to ensure they do 
not deteriorate. Following this, arrangements should be made for the finds to be sent to a 
laboratory for professional stabilisation, 

8 35 Where necessary the artefacts will be stabilised, conserved and stored in accordance with 
the UKIC (United Kingdom Institute of Conservators) guidelines (Appendix 1) 

8,36 The archive of finds and records generated during the fieldwork will be kept secure and in 
appropriate conditions at all stages of the project 

837 All ferrous objects and a selection of non-ferrous objects (including all cOins) will be x
rayed. 

838 A metal detector should be used to check for the presence of metal artefacts within the 
spoil from the excavation, as there is potential for metal artefacts dating from the Iron Age I 
Roman period to occur 

8 39 If human remains are encountered they will be left in situ and Scatt Wilson will be informed 
immediately Scott Wilson will inform H. M. Coroner and consult with Nottinghamshire 
County Council and the client prior to a decision being made regarding their exhumation 
Human remains will only be excavated I exhumed with the appropriate Ministry of Justice 
licence and following current Environmental Health regulations and the Burial Act 1857, An 
exhumation licence application, under the Burial Act 1857, will be made by the 
Archaeological Contractor to the Ministry of Justice if this is necessary. Removal of human 
remains will follow English Heritage and IFA best practice standards and guidance 
(Appendix 1) 

8 40 Where human remains are encountered, it is important that the post-excavation 
assessment contains an analysis and statement for the future retention of the assemblage, 
including options for reburial 

8.41 The archive of finds and records generated during the fieldwork will be kept secure and in 
appropriate conditions and materials at all stages of the project 

8 42 Any artefacts which are recovered that fall within the scope of the 1996 Treasure Act will 
be reported to Scoll Wilson immediately Scoll Wilson will inform the Assistant 
Archaeologist for Nottinghamshire County Council and H M. Coroner 
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8.43 If archaeological remains are identified, works will cease in the effected area and the 
archaeologists will be given sufficient time to excavate and record the remains as 
appropriate 

9 Reporting 

9 1 Verbal progress reports will be provided to Scott Wilson on request 

9.2 Immediately after completion of fieldwork any finds and samples will be processed A 
suitably qualified archaeologist or specialist will examine each category of find or 
environmental material 

9.3 A detailed report will be submitted within 4 weeks of the completion of fieldwork. The report 
will take account of the results of previous research and investigations at the site and will 
include the following: 

• a non-technical summary; 

• introduction (to include site code/project number, dates of field work/visits and 
grid references); 

• site location; 

• archaeological and historical background; 

• aims and objectives; 

• methodology; 

• results (to include full description, assessment of condition, quality and 
significance of remains, If archaeological remains are observed these will be 
described in the context of the known archaeology in the area); 

• discussion; 

• general location and detailed plans showing the areas of excavation/ground 
disturbance (to a known scale); 

• detailed plans and sections as appropriate (where archaeological deposits are 
exposed, with ground level, ordnance datum and vertical and horizontal 
scale); 

• a cross-referenced index of the project archive; and 

• general site photographs (a minimum of 35mm format), as well as 
photographs of any significant archaeological deposits or artefacts that are 
encountered) 
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9 4 One copy of the completed report will be submitted to Scott Wilson as a draft. Scott Wilson 
will submit the report to English Heritage and Nottinghamshire County Council for 
comment In finalising the report the comments of Scott Wilson, English Heritage and 
Nottinghamshire County Council will be taken into account 

9.5 Six bound copies, one unbound copy and a digital version of the report will be required 
within one week of the receipt of Scott Wilson's and the statutory consultees comments on 
the draft report. 

9.6 Electronic files will be provided in Word for Windows and pdf format 

97 Scott Wilson will submit one bound copy and a digital (pdf) copy on CD-ROM to English 
Heritage and Nottinghamshire Archaeology Section for inclusion on the Sites and 
Monuments Record, 

10 Dissemination 

10.1 The Nottinghamshire Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) supports the Online Access to 
Index of Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) Project The overall aim of the OASIS 
project is to provide an online index to the mass of archaeological grey literature that has 
been produced as a result of the advent of large-scale developer funded fieldwork 

10.2 The Archaeological Contractor must therefore complete the on line OASIS form at 
http://ads.ahds.ac.uklprojecVoasis/ within 3 months of the completion of the fieldwork 
When filling out the form the Archaeological Contractor must make reference to the 
Regional Research Framework The Archaeological Contractor is advised to ensure that 
adequate time and costings are built into their tenders to allow the forms to be filled in 

10.3 Technical advice should be sought in the first instance from OASIS 
(oasis@ads.ahds ac. uk) and not from the Nottinghamshire SMR 

10 4 Once a report has become a public document by submission to or incorporation into the 
Nottinghamshire SMR Nottinghamshire SMR will validate the OASIS form thus placing 
the information into the public domain on the OASIS website 

10.5 The Archaeological Contractor must indicate that they agree to this procedure within this 
specification submitted to Nottinghamshire Archaeology Section and English Heritage for 
approval 

11 Archive Deposition 

11 1 The archive of finds and records generated during the fieldwork will be kept secure at all 
stages of the project All records and materials produced will be archived to the standards 
outlined in Appendix 3 of English Heritage's Management of Archaeological Projects 
MAP2 (1991) 
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11 .2 The Archaeological Contractor shall, prior to the start of fieldwork, liaise with an 
appropriate Museum to obtain agreement in principle of the Museum to accept the archive 
for long-term storage and curation The Archaeological Contractor shall be responsible for 
identifying any specific requirements or policies of the museum in respect of the archive, 
and for adhering to those requirements 

11. 3 The deposition of the archive forms the final stage of the project The Archaeological 
Contractor shall provide copies of communication with the recipient museum and written 
confirmation of the deposition of the archive, 

12 Copyright 

12 1 The Archaeological Contractor shall assign copyright in all reports and 
documentation/images produced as part of this project to Scott Wilson The Archaeological 
Contractor retains the right to be identified as the author/originator of the material This 
applies to all aspects of the project It is the responsibility of the Archaeological Contractor 
to obtain such rights from sub-contracted specialists 

12.2 The Archaeological Contractor may apply in writing to use/disseminate any of the project 
archive or documentation (including images) Such permission will not be unreasonably 
withheld 

12.3 The results of the archaeological work will be submitted to English Heritage and 
Nottinghamshire County Council by Scott Wilson and will ultimately be made available for 
public access 

13 Access Arrangements 

13.1 Information relating to access to the sites will be provided by Scott Wilson The new 
drainage scheme is situated on public open space and in the grounds of the 
Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust's Nature Reserve at North Muskham. Access is therefore 
not a significant constraint 

14 Resources and Timetable 

14.1 All archaeological personnel involved in the project should be sUitably qualified and 
experienced professionals 

142 The timetable for the work will be dependant upon AMScott's and the principal contractor's 
programme and the gaining of Scheduled Monument Consent 
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15 Monitoring 

15.1 The Archaeological Contractor will be subject to monitoring by Scott Wilson who will be 
given full access to site records or any other information 

152 Scott Wilson willliase with English Heritage and Nottinghamshire County Council to inform 
them of the progress of the works and offer them the opportunity to visit and monitor the 
works as required 

16 Confidentiality and Publicity 

16.1 Information regarding the development is in the public domain and the archaeological 
works may attract interest 

162 All communication regarding the project is to be directed through Scott Wilson The 
Archaeological Contractor will refer all inquiries to Scott Wilson without making any 
unauthorised statements or comments 

16.3 The Archaeological Contractor will not disseminate information or images associated with 
the project for publicity or information purposes without the prior written consent of Scott 
Wilson, 

17 Insurances and Health and Safety 

17.1 The Archaeological Contractor will provide Scott Wilson with details of public and 
professional indemnity insurance prior to fieldwork commencing 

17 2 The Archaeological Contractor will have their own Health and Safety policies compiled 
using national guidelines and which conform to all relevant Health and Safety legislation A 
copy of the Health and Safety policy will be submitted to Scott Wilson in advance of 
fieldwork 

17 3 The Archaeological Contractor will undertake a risk assessment detailing project specific 
Health and Safety requirements, The risk assessment shall be submitted to Scott Wilson in 
advance of commencement of site work. If amendments are made to the assessment 
during the works, Scott Wilson must be provided with the amended version at the earliest 
opportunity. Health and Safety will take priority over archaeological issues 

17 4 Scott Wilson will provide information regarding the approximate location of known services 
within the area of investigation 

17.5 Prior to the monitoring of groundwork all personnel involved in the monitoring of the 
groundwork will require a Health and Safety Induction that will be coordinated by the 
principal contractor They will also adhere with the requirements of the principal 
contracto~s Health and Safety Plan 
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18 General Provisions 

18,1 The Archaeological Contractor will undertake the works to the specification as issued by 
Scott Wilson and in any subsequent written variations, No variation from, or changes to, 
the specification will occur except by prior agreement with Scott Wilson in consultation with 
English Heritage and the Senior Archaeological Officer for Nottinghamshire County 
Council, 

18,2 All communications on archaeological matters to the Senior Archaeological Officer or other 
interested parties will be directed through Scott Wilson. 
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19 Method Statement for the Principal 
Contractor 

19 1 The Principal Contractor will undertake all on-site works, other than the archaeological 
works which will be undertaken by the Archaeological Contractor The Principal Contractor 
will have a special regard for the works detailed within this specification, the depths 
specified in the landscape design and method statements, and this method statement. 

19 2 The Principal Contractor will cordon off an area around the scheduled standing cross with 
Heras Fencing during the site works The area will measure Bm long and Bm wide. The 
Principal Contractor will ensure that the fencing is inspected and maintained at regular 
intervals to ensure that the site is secure and any faults or defects remedied immediately 

19.3 The Archaeological Contractor will be responsible for the inner fencing (road pins and 
orange barrier mesh fencing), that will define the areas for archaeological excavation (see 
section 8.3 above). 

19.4 No machine excavation shall be undertaken within the sCheduled area (see Figure 3) as 
specified in this specification for archaeological works. All topsoil and sub-soil (bar sterile 
natural deposits within the drainage trench) will be hand-excavated by the Archaeological 
Contractor. It is the Archaeological Contractor's responsibility to ensure that the correct 
levels are reached within the Area 2 excavation for the landscaping works to proceed, 

19.5 A JCB sitemaster, fitted with toothed bucket may be used in relation to the excavation of 
sterile natural deposits within the drainage trench, or for the careful placement of sub-base 
materials I mortar around the scheduled cross base as per the detailed landscape 
drawings and method statement 

19.6 All other vehicles will be denied access to the fenced area 

197 The JCB will be operated by an experienced, competent and fully licenced driver, with at 
least 2 years experience of driving and operating a JCB.. The JCB shall only be driven I 
operated within the fenced area under the presence of an experienced and competent 
banksman. The banksman should have at least two years experience and must be used 
to working with the chosen machine driver" The machine driver shall operate only under 
the guidance of the banksman, The machine driver shall ensure that any activities using 
the machine are carried out in a slow, methodical and careful manner, with due diligence 
and care. The machine driver shall ensure that he can see the scheduled standing cross 
and the Banksman at all times and shall always work away from the scheduled standing 
cross. A large heavy metal fence panel (full sheet) or similar, on rubber bases, shall be 
erected between the scheduled cross and the manhole to ensure that the machine does 
not strike the standing cross during the excavation for the new drainage trench, 

19 8 As soon as the drainage trench has been excavated it will be trench shored to ensure that 
the sides do not collapse and also to ensure the stability of the ground within close 
proximity to the scheduled standing cross 

Specification for Archaeological Works July 2008 
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199 

1910 

All refuelling I greasing I oiling of the machine shall be undertaken outside of the fenced 
area and all materials disposed of in an appropriate manner by the Principal Contractor 
No materials shall be left on site at night that may be used to deface or contaminate the 
scheduled monument or its immediate proximity 

All topsoil and subsoil that is produced through the process of archaeological hand 
excavation will be stock piled in separate piles, in areas defined by AMScott and the 
Principal Contractor. It shall be the Principal Contractor's responsibility to remove excess 
topsoil and subsoil from site after the completion of the archaeological excavations and 
archaeological watching brief 
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Archaeological Standards and Guidelines 

ACBMG 2004 Draft Mmimum Standards for the Recovery, Analysis and Publication of Ceramic 
Building Material (Third edition) Archaeological Ceramic Building Materials Group 

Association for Environmental Archaeology, 1995, Environmental Archaeology and Archaeological 
Evaluations, Recommendations Concerning the Environmental Archaeology Component of 
Archaeological Evaluation.s in England Working Papers of the Association for Environmental 
Archaeology No 2. 

BASAD & IFA 2004, Guidelines to the Standards for Recording Human Remains" British Association 
for Biological Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology and Institute of Field Archaeologists Institute of 
Field Archaeologists Technical Paper 7 

Bewely, R , Donoghue, D, Gaffney, V, Van Leusen, M., Wise, M, 1998, Archiving Aerial Photography 
and Remote Sensing Data A Guide to Good Practice. Archaeology Data Service 

Blake, H & P Davey (eds), 1983, Guidelines for the processing and publication of Medieval pottery 
from excavations, report by a working party of the Medieval Pottery Research Group and the 
Department of the Environment Directorate of Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings Occasional 
Paper 5, 23-34, DoE, London 

Brickley, M. and McKinley, J.I , 2004, Guidelines to the Standards for Recording Human Remams. IFA 
Paper No 7 

Brickstock, R.J. 2004, The Production, Analysis and Standardisation of Romano-British Coin Reports 
English Heritage 

Brown, A. and Perrin, K , 2000, A Model for the Description of Archaeological Archives English 
Heritage Centre for Archaeology 

Buikstra, J .. E and Ubelaker DH (eds) 1994 Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal 
Remains. (FayeUeville) 

Canti, M" 1996, Guidelines for carrying out Assessments in Geoarchaeology, Ancient Monuments 
Laboratory Report 34/96, English Heritage (London) 

Coles, J,M, 1990, Water/ogged wood. guidelines on the recording, sampling, con.servation and 
curation of structural wood. English Heritage (London) 

Cowton, J, 1997, Spectrum The UK Museums Documentation Standard. Second edition. Museums 
Documentation Association 

Cox, M, 2002, Crypt Archaeology. an approach Institute of Field Archaeologists Technical Paper 3 

Darvill, T. and Atkins, M, 1991, Regulating Archaeological Works by Contract (IFA Technical Paper 
No 8) 

Davey PJ 1981, Guidelines for the Processing and Publication of Clay Pipes from Excavations 
Medieval and Later Pottery in Wales, IV, 65-87 
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Dean, ML, Ferrari, B.J F., Oxley, I, Redknap, M, and Watson, K., (eds), 1992, Archaeology 
underwater the NAS guide to principles and practice. Archetype Press and the Nautical Archaeology 
Society (Revised edition 1995) 

Eiteljorg, H, Fernie, K, Huggett, J and Robinson, 0, 2002, CAD A Guide to Good Practice. 
Archaeology Data Service 

EH, 1991, The Management of Archaeological Projects Second Edition (MAP2) English Heritage 
(London) 

EH, 1995a, ArchaeometafJurgy in Archaeological Projects. English Heritage Scientific and Technical 
Guidelines No 2 

EH, 1995b, Guidelines for the Care of Waterlogged Archaeological Leather English Heritage Scientific 
and Technical Guidelines No 4 

EH, 1995c, Geophysical Survey in Archaeological Field Evaluation English Heritage Research and 
Professional Services Guidelines No 1 

EH, 1995d, Archaeometallurgy in Archaeological Projects English Heritage Research and 
Professional Services Guideline No 2 

EH, 1995e, A Strategy for the Care and Investigation of Finds. English Heritage Ancient Monuments 
Laboratory (London) 

EH, 1996 and 1999, Guidelines for the Conservation of Textiles English Heritage (London) 

EH, 1996, Waterlogged Wood Guidelines on the Recording, Sampling, Conservation and Curation of 
Archaeological Wood English Heritage (London) 

EH, 1998a, Dendrochronology Guidelines on producing and interpreting dendrochronological dates 
English Heritage (London) 

EH, 1998b, Identifying and Protecting Palaeolithic Remains. Archaeological guidance for planning 
authorities and developers. English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2000, Managing Lithic Scatters. Archaeological guidance for planning authorities and developers 
English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2001, Archaeometallurgy English Heritage Centre for Archaeology Guidelines 

EH, 2002a, Environmental Archaeology. A Guide to the Theory and Practice of Methods, from 
Sampling and Recovery to Post-Excavation English Heritage Centre for Archaeology Guidelines 

EH, 2002b, Human Bones from Archaeological Sites. Guidelines for Producing Assessment 
Documents and Analytical Reporls English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2003, Where on Earlh Are We? The Global Positioning System (GPS) in Archaeological Field 
Survey. English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2004a, Dendrochronology Guidelines on producing and interpreting dendrochronalogical dates 
English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2004b, Human Bones from Archaeological Sites. Guidelines for Producing Assessment 
Documents and Analytical Reporl English Heritage Centre for Archaeology Guidelines 
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EH, 2004c, Geoarchaeology Using earth sciences to understand the archaeological record (London) 

EH, 2006a, Guidelines on the X-radiography of Archaeological Metalwork. English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2006b, Management of Research Projects in the Historic Environment The MoRPHE Project 
Managers' Guide. English Heritage (London) 

EH, 2006c, Understanding Historic Buildings A Guide to Good Recording Practice English Heritage 
(London) 

English Heritage and the Church of England, 2005, Guidance for best practice for treatment of human 
remains excavated from Christian burial grounds in England English Heritage (London) 

Ferguson, L. and Murray, D, 1997, Archaeological Documentary Archives Institute of Field 
Archaeologists Paper 1 

Gaffney, C. and Gater, J, with Qvenden, S, 2002, The Use of Geophysical Techniques in 
Archaeological Evaluations Institute of Field Archaeologists Technical Paper 9 

Garralt-Frost, S, 1992, The Law and Burial Archaeology Institute of Field Archaeologists Technical 
Paper 11 

Gillings M and Wise, A , 1998, GIS A Guide to Good Practice, Archaeology Data Service 

Gurney, D A , 1985, Phosphate Analysis of Soils A Guide for the Field Archaeologist Institute of Field 
Archaeologists Technical Paper 3 

Handley, M, 1999, Micromming Archaeological Archives Institute of Field Archaeologists Paper 2 

Highways Agency, 2001, Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 10, Section 6, Part 1 Trunk 
Roads and Archaeological Mitigation 

Highways Agency, 2007, Assessing the Effect of Road Schemes on Historic Landscape Character 
Draft for discussion (March 2007). Halcrow Group Limited for the Highways Agency 

Hird, CC, Emmett, K. B. and Davies, G , 2006, Piling in Layered Ground. risks to groundwater and 
archaeology Environment Agency Science Report SC020074/SR 

IFA, 1992, Guidelines for Finds Work Institute of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2002, Code of Approved Pracbce for the Regulation of Contractual Arrangements in Field 
Archaeology (and subsequent revisions) Institute of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2001, Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Field Evaluation (and subsequent revisions) 
Institute of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2001, Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Watching Brief (and subsequent revisions) 
Institute of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2001, Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Excavation (and subsequent revisions) Institute 
of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2001, Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Desk based Assessment (and subsequent 
revisions) Institute of Field Archaeologists 
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IFA, 2001, Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Investigation and Recording of Standing 
Buildings or Structures (and subsequent revisions). Institute of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2001, Standard and Guidance for the Col/ection, Documentation, Conservation and Research of 
Archaeological Materials (and subsequent revisions) Institute of Field Archaeologists 

IFA, 2004, Guidelines to the Standards for Recording Human Remains Institute of Field 
Archaeologists Paper No 7 

McCaffrey, C, Challis, K, Cranstone, D, Trueman. M, and Nathanail, C.P, 2005, Guidance on 
Assessing the Risk Posed by Land Contamination and its Remediation on Archaeological Resource 
Management Environment Agency Science Report P5-0771SR 

Mays, S , 1991, Recommendations for Processing Human Bone from Archaeological Sites Ancient 
Monuments Lab Report 124/91 (London) 

Mays, S , Brickley, M and Dodwell, N, 2002, Human Bones from Archaeological Sites Guidelines for 
Producing Assessment Documents and Analytical Reports. Centre for Archaeology Guidelines, 
English Heritage (Portsmouth) 

McKinley, J.I and Roberts, C, 1993, Excavation and Post-excavation Treatment of Cremated and 
Inhumed Human Remain.s Institute of Field Archaeologists Technical Paper No 13 

MDA & SMA 2000, Standards in Action. Working with Archaeology Guidelines Museum 
Documentation Centre & Society of Museum Archaeologists. Museums Documentation Association & 
Society of Museum Archaeologists . 

MGC, 1992, Standards in the Museum Care of Archaeological Collections Museums and Galleries 
Commission 

Murphy, PL and Wiltshire, PEJ 1994, A Guide to Sampling Archaeological Deposits for 
Environmental Analysis English Heritage (London) 

MPRG 2000, A Guide to the Classification of Medieval Ceramics Medieval Pottery Research Group 
Occasional Papers No. 1 

MPRG 2001, Minimum Standards for the Processing, Recording, Analysis and PublicatIOn of Post
Roman Ceramics. Medieval Pottery Research Group 

Owen, J, 1995, Towards an Accessible Archaeological Archive. The Transfer of Archaeological 
Archives to Museums: Guidelines for Use in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Society 
of Museum Archaeologists 

PCRG 1997, The Study of Later Prehistoric Pottery. General Polices and Guidelines for Analysis and 
Publication Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group Occasional Paper 12 

Philo, C. and Swann, A, 1992, Preparation of Artwork for Publication.. Institute of Field Archaeologists 
Technical Paper No. 10 

RCHME, 1996, Recording Histonc Buildings. A Descriptive Specification (3" edition) 

RCHME, 1999, Recording Archaeological Field Monuments.: A Descriptive Specification 

Richards, J. and Robinson, D. (eds), 2001, Digital Archive From Excavation and Fieldwork A Guide to 
Good Practice. Archaeology Data Service 
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Robinson, W , 1998, First Aid for Underwater Finds Archetype Books (London) 

RFG and FRG, 1993, Guidelines for the Preparation of Site and Assessments for all Finds other than 
Fired Clay Vessels Roman Finds Group And Finds Research Group 

Schmidt, A, 2001, Geophysical Data in Archaeology Archaeology Data Service 

SGRP, 1994, Guidelines for the Archiving of Roman Pottery Study Group for Roman Pottery 

SMA, 1993, Guidelines on the Selection, Retention and Dispersal of Archaeological Collections. 
Society of Museum Archaeologists 

SMA, 1995, Towards an Accessible Archaeological Archive - the Transference of Archaeological 
Archives to Museums Guidelines for use in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales Society 
of Museum Archaeologists 

UKIC, 1983, Packaging and Storage of Freshly Excavated Artefacts from Archaeological Sites. 
(United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, Conservation Guidelines No 2) 

UKIC, 1984, Environmental Standards for Permanent Storage of Excavated material from 
Archaeological Sites. (United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, Conservation Guidelines No 3) 

UKIC, 1988, Excavated Artefacts and Conservation UK Sites (United Kingdom Institute for 
Conservation, Conservation Guidelines No 1; Revised Edition) 

UKIC, 1990, Guidance for Conservation Practice. United Kingdom Institute for Conservation 

UKIC, 1990, GUidelines for the Preparation of Excavation Archives for long-term Storage (United 
Kingdom Institute for Conservation Archaeology Section) 

UKIC, 2001, Excavated Artefacts and Conservation (United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, 
Conservation Guidelines No 1) 

Watkinsan, D.E and Neal, V, 1998, First Aid for Finds (3rd edition) RESCUE/United Kingdom 
Institute for Conservation, Archaeology Section and Museum of London 

Willis, S, 1997, (ed) Research Frameworks for the Study of Roman Pottery. Study Group for Roman 
Pottery 

World Archaeology Congress 19a9, The Vermillion Accord - Human Remains: Motion Approved at the 
First Inter-Congress on the Disposal of the Dead (Vermillion) 

Young C , 1980, Guidelines for the Processing and Publication of Roman Poffery Department of the 
Environment 
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APPENDIX 2 

Landscape Drawings 
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MorkedklrCa""truc\Ion RB/RC 21,01.00 A 

R.~_D.tol. 

JobT~o 

North MUSkh~-<"\O' 
.~ 

O!1!\\.iogTI;o ... -~ 

<l ~STRUCTION 
0"- DETAILS 

s"M(.)otAJ 

1:40 

RB 26.06.08 

Sooll WIJson Ltd 
WESTONE 
Leeds 
LS11BA 
Teiaphone (0113) 204 5000 
Fax (0113) 204 5001 ilia 

Draw,", N,mbe, i clean gravel to ensure drainage around base, 
I Colour to match the setts, 0101103 LA 004 A: 

rhl. dacu"'enl h"" boon p,ep.red In a=rdan"" wilt> tIl. """pe or Soott m..,n', oppalntmentwlth 11. cI"nl and Is .ubja'" lo the to"", or It>.t appointment Soott W,""" .coopl> no liilbilny 10r anv use 01 tl1io dacwnenl otho, lhan by as dienl .nd onl~ la, lhe purpo •• ' 10' wl\ld\ il ws. prwared and pmlOdod .!Ill SCOff W~san Ud ra. d"t~ ;ssllrld) 



AMScott 
A 1 North Muskham Drainage Scheme Nottinghamshire 

APPENDIX 3 

Scheduled Monument Consent Application Form 

Specification for Archaeological Works July 2008 



Application for Scheduled Monument Consent 
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Act 1979 (as amended) Section 2 

To be completed by or on behalf of the applicant in BLOCK CAPITALS or typescript 

l Applicant details 

I Full Name 
.--~ 

---,--_._----------_. __ ._. 

i Address 
L-. 

I I'AAI::. 

L 

J\MSCO'1'-i'· I -n.\,\S. t"..)d .. L.cv-.lt;., RA-t~~ j,,'-lcc~ ~S.";")_,,,_S_S __ -l 

fu:."Th\we:u.... R..c~ webt"" ~ /V\P\NsiF\el-~ 

~ostcod_e __ J.I_N..:. . ..:.6..:...:2.=-\_O=_='<\..:.·.::.;s_· ____ L~~=~_~~~=_NO I O\bn b'l-""\~ 

...-:;-==-------r---.. -----.---.-
Address 

Postcode 
~-.- .. ------.---.---

3. Monument to which this application relates 

Name (if any) of the 
Monument s-r·'f\'''.)~l~~<;; 
~~~~----~----. 

Address -r"E \'V\.ol-..lv."-'\C~T \S 

Or 
S'i~E.E\· \>...)cR.."--\ ~~'..<.,oA:. 

Location 
~ --, .•.... _-_ .. 

County I National 
Monument No. I 

National Grid l 
__ L-R:.;:e::;.f.=--____ ---' __ S_I<_-_'t_"\_b2. 1'>'1 ;!>i-

4. Description of the proposed works 

E.1CU'NPt-TIe~ cF N E::v..l \:).~~Nf\(;:E. ~"j~c...\::.{ I 2N'!.. ~.~. ! ,2. ........... ~~ o ·<:01,-\ 

L'S~) 
f~.v.. f1..~ E:''l'':\,57o...:)(:;- ·'D~\N;"6.t M~~t...E. i:1E:Sd;~E; '5c..."-~u'....E:b. (;..(Z.,cs~ A. ~ ~ -"~f::fl.StN-

IMM..~tAT~ 'A-~a:.~.; 1C ~ ( '6€£ A'1"f1\("H~ Pi...A+.l ~ ~<.(;-\<:;.-,,\-~ \. Lt\J.J~'S.~~\03C:-

M<.co~~ ~~s e:.?t'S~ ( Re<-,="'- of' 
). W, nT'N AAa\ :le. ,~ , 

\=lO;..i',. .......... of -ro'f~\".~ W ... ""t:\i\~t-l <;.-~ ~') igS~ 

c\c?ecll.~ iN ~t'iSA l\b\ll'l<..E::!-.l' m 'SfVv\. L~ .2b)) '-$8£ ~'>.Ap.;m'1'I>.lG.' 0~~So::...t\-Pt. 

b~ \No~: M~ ~t~~ :;; ~ G1(~;c:.. .. F\CA-no;..) 1._1\', «-VG- C'F 'S.J~., B.46<;' AN~ 

$PrN~S'jb:N€ SeTTS {/ .. j. G<..R.u.h. •... ~ PPt-"'IT"~ !\RWl.,li::;) ~ S~ t<....A-NDt;.<:A-P~ 

f5..I ~(#N:- ~Gti Uv"\€) i\i\fh:.j t+cL-tS. e.o0E-a.- Tb $.f; R..EflU\C~ w ~'t1o\ F-f,CE.SSE::b 

\:Il..oc.1C. Pi1I\J\C:R, c::o ... )eQ. ~t';) .NLPt-.. ~ W (01:'\ S~"t;:.70NtC 5<S;,'¥S B~-7t::,P 
F-G-...J Cto..;;(,.. to G..€: tv\.c\.)E:C £. S€E. i\-""i"'Tl\(..'M:4$D l-...A:N~'S.<.i't?E. ~ 'Nf;-.~ 



5.. Ust of plans and drawings accompanying the application 

l y"",,, "" L""""\) 
~-"t. ~D-> '~f\(S<::: "'t"tt..GN<..A\"-~~ 'i\\t; 1~'Sv""'- '~ !!.~ ~~O ... K.~ \.-:;,,~ ... t-.! 

\\-'I;t L-Pr~~s.C?tf' £:::D PriU;.~ (/~"2..C\...+2..b) w.w...,. ~£.. ttn~t:. E.~~~"c-b Tt) ","Ec 

R~Cito .. (a.Ef.::> 'D0i'" ",,- 'Th ",,,,,,,,fof "''''':'''-''''-_.<iff=""":":L .. _~J_~_.~.'::'~ Q~<'1 

~~E:ct.c<rt Si'-.. ~'-iC"''' '!'\A~ \~" 6,r:;..C,.A>.,r~~ MU.-n.'" ;.,...., ~~'-C<:\~, 

W A't"t.C\.\.~ G.* t;.a... ... rz:.;: .. ~ ,t.-A- G,(" \)N ~'=~~~ . (f>t-e.E:f\ <, 1..:. ... Pt-C-A:-5<=:' F\.l'oS~ w~~ 

S~£C....\~or-.\ AN"'- \:>Q,~'''''0S ~C~\€:h 

6 Any other information relevant to the application 
-.------- -------------

'T\-\lS p..-Q,~-.J€;. ~~€;OL.CG,:~,~ wcaxs. (l\--T s<;;c..~~ 5) fu"-'", Il.\ c;;. fl.'.l"n~N 

S11?i>IT""'-->i "",,,-",,,,,, \ <M. \If<'\'-'tS of' ""'T1t.--\(;;- Nc......., b<l.A"N"~~ '~<-H "'""'.<::;, 
1..-A.-N"~":i.~ .. ,.,.'j& ON 'TH..(;- Prec~e:ot...e:.Q.\..-c...ITL -:tE.~~ ""'" 

~~ Wq1-\ -"rl'lV\ 

Pn..L~ (f\'S~"S."~T· • ...,;)"S~~"t.cR.. r;~c..-u..'S V\ \4.'_~ ,,",'"f'\k(; ~TM\b.~~S 

AtE;.1.or-.:» ~~ \.) R-s. \ Lt".p, "'f:.t>&N c..~ L 'S~\cR. ~t:..,,\~~<$."r f>JCiTl~e-l1-A>V\ 

Co-") N''i'1 LOv~C\i_.). -- ---- -----

11_ hereby apply for scheduled monument consent for the wO! ks described in this 
application and shown on the accompanying plans and drawings 

*on behalf of 

*where an application is being dealt with by an agent to whom correspondence 
should be sent please state the: 

____ J 

Address I ;o<:oTI h)-..(,..~<S.Ci~ f...T~ i v-.J ~S1"-· O,.~)(;;; t ~)cU"'{t-) <S"'T"ON 

8~rt LSiE.I~S 

Postcode I /...5<L :i.lY\ I Telephone-Nol~-;;-~- 2o,!- - =0 

f.\. 



"-, 
" 

Note -, the Secretary of State may refuse to entertain an application for scheduled monument 
consent unless it is accompanied by one or more of the following cettificatessigned by or on 
behalf of the applicant 

'~s of Certificate for the Purposes of Paragraph 2(1) of Schedule '1 
~ to the Aet 

" '" "" ", 
I Certificate in accordance with 

" 

'"", 

It is hereby certified that no person other th;;rr~ applicant was the owner (x) of 
the monument to which the accompanying applicati<lQ relates at the begin, ning of 
the period of twenty-one days which ended on the date'ot.~e application 

"'-'-..,,, 

'" '" -' .... , 
" Signature __ _ Date, "'" 

I Certificate in accordance wit~£!lr~aph ~m~.L_. _____ _ _ __ =:J 

It is hereby certified that the applicant has given the requisite notice (w) of the 
accompanying application to all the persons other than the applicant who, at the 
beginning of the period of twenty· one days which ended on the date of the 
application, were owners (x) ofthe monument to which the application retates, 
namely (y); 

Name Address 

O(-\),.,~~ ~ /'-.~G:l...J~\:::. rrt..lt::.. S~~.L.::Joob 

'D'XS-TR:I:C.:-;:-' Le>.;::; ,.~c.'.:L 'l. 

C:.StA;T£ "'j:::;:.t?·f'~.:rMG~'· f ~ •. ~N\ I:-\FI,:I...l.... , 

t-J~AA\<::.. "")on~.}~~ .... 1&·236Qv , , ~ 

Signature _______________ _ Date, ___ _ 



I Certificate in accordance with paragraph 2(1)(c) ------""] 

It is hereby certified: -

) that the applicant is unable to issue a certificate in accordance with either 
pa graph 2(1)(a) or 2(1)(b) of Schedule 1 to the Ancient Monuments & 
ArcH eological Areas Act 1979: 

(2) t at the applicant has given the requisite notice (w) of the accompanying 
applicatio to the following persons who, at the beginning of the period of twenty
one days wHo h ended on the date of the application, were owners (x) of the 
monument to hich the application relates. namely (y); 

Name Address 

and 

(3) that the applicant has taken ch steps as are reasonably open to him to 
ascertain the names and addresses of e r.emainder of the persons who, at the 
beginning of that period, were owners ( of that monument and has been unable to 
do so 

Signature, ______________ T_ 

\ 
Date, ______ _ 

I Certificate in accordance with paragraph ~ ____ \ --_._-_._---J 
It is hereby certified that the applicant is unable to issue a ertificate in accordance 
with paragraph 2(1)(a) of Schedule 1 to the Ancient Monum ts & Archaeological 
Act 1979, but has taken such steps as are reasonably open to . to ascertain the 
names and addresses of the other persons who, at the beginning f the period of 
twenty·,one days which ended on the date of the application, were wners (x) of the 
monument to which the application relates and has been unable to so" 

Signature _._. Date __ , __ _ 

(w) '"m AM"", ~ 
(x) "Owner means a person who is for the time being owner in respect of the fee \ 
si.mPle in the monum.ent or is entitled to e tenancy of the monument, granted or 
extended for a term of years certain, of which not less than seven years remain 
unexpired" 

(y) Insert names and addresses 



Form of notice for the purposes of Paragraph 2(1) of Schedule 1 of the Ancient 
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act '1979: 

Note: This notice should be served by the applicant on all those who own or have an interest 
in the monument The names and addresses of those on whom it has been served should be 
listed on the paragraph 2(1)(b) or 2(1)(c) certificates and should accompany the application 
form 

Notice of application for Scheduled Monument Consent 
Delete the words in square brackets, as appropriate, and omit the brackets 

This notice relates to the ancient monument at (x) 

,---------------------,--------
M.A;~ $'11'l-c:-8-1- 1' ... Yo;':1·.;:r\"\ r-AUS¥(.'--~ LSt~~\~(:;- ~~~s $!.::.~ ~ ........... 

.c-. -'·T\4.~' ~\t\) - 'Sc""~_~ ,.....·v:;:,-::.,-'~6~s'1.. Ne 2.."\",\?,,,,1..f 

N G-R Se"- ''I "\ 82- 5'1 &'7 

An application is to be made telor [on behalf of] (y) 

To the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport for Scheduled Monument 
Consent under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 to carry 
out the following works: (z) 

l-.lE.~ bR.P;··,-t-' ~CsE. '''r-'~c...~ ~ w~r~:5,c..~t~<:z. ~~~~,-~-_ .. 

5"-<.\ """-"- ,, ___ :::!<t '" "''''''''' ~~~C:r(.· ·"'T'1Z..<2;r..:lC.lc\ ~,-.)S:. ffio:¥V\ ,Pr....j G.f".:.\ST\.~C:7 -
MP<:-N~~ v..;) \ """' .. t--.l 

~1""\A(;: 5C- ...... ~u~ ~ '50 \)",\:\' E:A St- ;>'C-'2.0'>"-

(' ~'" """-"""'" G.i-o<;'G:. I'"l:=> :n·\(:, "2:.C; . ...,1..6':':':::N~ C~, "''\l..€- ~~ t.:AN'b;S:.f'tf't-.J(!, 

W<rl.-\- S~\'C~e: ~s W'f...l.. 1.M.?~i:; ~~ ~~~<...E. \"\\12 S~'lT\~ 0- (;,:f! "",E; 
----

6C,~E;;bvi....E;\'!.. c.-a..cs<5. 

An opportunity to make representations with respect to the application will be 
offered by the Secretary of State before the application is determined, 

Signature_._-'~M'--'t"--C<::..¥-=;L-----, Date 

Form AMl12A 


